Academic elite
Protest leaders praised

By Ted Nguyen

The student leaders on today's campuses promoting public policy and demanding free speech are the cream of the academic crop, a team of psychologists and sociologists reported at the 73rd annual meeting of the American Psychological Association.

For the most part, the graduates of public schools, student protest leaders tend to be unusually serious in their pursuit of education, much more committed to the process of learning than the majority of students, and more independent of their cultural past. They were hailed in the committee's report as the "masters of future scholarship."

Five years study

The report was based on five years of tests and interviews with 500 students at eight colleges, including the University of California at Berkeley, and an additional study of 200 students in Berkeley's Free Speech Movement.

Student leaders were chosen who fit the profile of "goal-oriented or social problems movements," as opposed to the widespread stereotype "adolescent rebellion."

The apparent cause for the suggestion that famous Berkeley protests were staged by outsiders agitators is probably that people couldn't credit students with the ability to organize such a well-directed and meaningful and successful protest, the study points out, however, that they were very capable indeed.

Berkeley aftermath

Many books are beginning to appear in the area covering the aftermath of these Berkeley riots, as well as analysis of the causes, tensions, and purposes of student action generally. Sociologists correlating the results are beginning to see what this study indicates: that the demonstrators are the perceptive and aware persons in class as well as the outside world, and consequently the best academically.

This report to the American Psychological Association supported by the Carnegie Corporation, has not yet been published, but is expected to be released soon.
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Center Student Center steps: (In case of rains, Kresge Auditorium). 1-21-Student Center, Open House: 1:30-5:30--Cannons Ball Aduly Souled Concert. Tickets: $2.50 per person. Student Center steps (in case of rains, Kresge), 7 pm--Austin Haller, Department of Humanities Organ Concert, Kresge Auditorium: 8:12--Semi-formal Dance. Key Leaces Orchestra, Refreshments, Tickets: $2.50 per couple, Student Center steps.

Saturday, October 9

12 Noon--MIT Concert Jazz Band rehearsal, Kresge Auditorium; 7 pm--Institute Committee Meeting, Rehearsals, Student Center.

Sunday, October 10

12 Noon--Packing Rifles, Members only, Masseur to Ft. Devens, Ayer, Mass, Meet Ship, 206-0145, October 9 at 7:00.

Inside Inscniss...

(Continued from Page 4)

Inscniss also voted to support the Public Relations Committee for the activities meeting sheet and the Picture book, which sold out a printing of 1300 copies. Tom Newkirk and the other Secretariat members who worked on the Frenshmen Orientation weekend were thanked.

The Young Man in the Know
knows "Dazzon."

Trusts Oxford button-down shirts of 60% "Dazzon" polyester, 35% cotton combed cotton to stay neat, fresh, wrinkle-free all day long. White, colors, stripes at nice prices everywhere.

*Du Pont's registered trademark.

Slide into a pair of Lee Leens. Take along your banjo. You'll have a captive audience when she sees you in those low-riding, hip-hugging Leens. (They really do something for your shoulders.) Those narrow-legged legs give you the dash she never suspected, and those git-along pockets show you're a slicker for detail. Great way to date; no pain in the wallet. But, you need the authority of Lee Leens to get away with it. Shown, Lee Leens in Latic Stretch Denim, a blend of 75% cotton and 25% nylon. Sanforized. In Wheat, Faded Blue, Loden and Blue Denim. $6.98. Other Leens from $4.98 to $6.98.

Lee Leens
N. S. Lee Company, Inc., Kansas City 82, Mo.

For a complete stock of Lee Slacks
CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS
433 MASS. AVE. -- CENTRAL SQUARE -- TR 6-8512
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BUY LEE LEENS NOW